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Flex space: transforming real estate 

✓ New business models that cater for people’s needs and preferences like never

before have disrupted retail and hospitality

✓ Office space now has its own catalyst for change, focusing as it does on the

human experience of the workplace

✓ We’re witnessing the rise of the gig economy and an explosion of start-ups

✓ Corporate attitudes are also changing with an increased emphasis on flexibility

and agility

✓ These drivers are challenging many aspects of the established office leasing

model

✓ Flex space is growing at a fast pace and today accounts for one fifth of take-up

in London





JLL research indicates that the market in Europe 
is about to see even more rapid expansion

✓ Europe’s stock of flexible space is set to grow by an average of 25-30% per year over the next five years

✓ The long-term impact to investors and occupiers remains to be seen but in the shorter-term, the opportunities it 

creates will reward those who embrace innovation, risk and change



It’s not (all) about co-working

✓ Various business models have emerged with time: business centres, serviced offices and co-working spaces

✓ Hybrid of private offices and some co-working space is currently the most popular option



Total flex space supply by model, across the 
top 20 European flex markets



Flex business models
Traditional serviced office

80% lettable office space
1,000-4,000 sq m
Single membership model

Hybrid

60-65% lettable office space
2,000-25,000 sq m
Multiple membership models
45%

New entrants

Landlord initiatives
Managed and flexi-leases

Co-working

80% co-working space
500-2,000 sq m
Multiple membership models
Co-working
Hybrid
Serviced office



How is the ‘Future of Work’ driving flex space 
growth?

✓ There are numerous drivers behind the rapid

expansion of flexible office space, but ultimately it is

underpinned by evolutionary changes in how, when

and where people work, alongside shifts in lifestyle

1 in 7 people are now self-employed in the EU





The consumerisation of real estate

✓ New generations entering the workforce have different expectations of the office environment

✓ Under 35s, in particular, are more mobile inside the office, more likely to work from a range of different locations

and more ready to embrace innovative workspace



The digital workplace/ People, community & 
culture 

✓ Flexible workspace can be perceived as a shortcut solution to what seems a challenging process of 

transition and digital adoption

✓ Moreover, what flex space really does is introduce community: in large corporate locations, people struggle 

to know each other





Obstacles to adoption & Paying for flexibility, 
versus the cost of not riding the wave 

✓ Widely cited concerns include security, confidentiality 

and privacy in more open environments

✓ On the upside, many users maintain that it is cheaper 

to embrace flexible space



How is Europe’s flex space supply meeting 
demand?

✓ JLL anticipates that flexible space will grow by an

average of 25-30% pa over the next five years,

although economic cycles may mean that this will

not be a linear process



Hubs with high levels of start-ups, self-
employment, SMEs lead flex space maturity 
curve

Central London accounts for 30% of total flex 

space in Europe, disproportional to its share of 

total European office space which stands at 

just 8%. 



Growth of flexible stock, key global cities

The stock of flex space will grow 

by 20-40% in most European 

cities in 2018. 
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